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ABSTRACT 

The electron-phonon system in one dinension is studied within the 

adiabatic (Hartreu) and Hartree-Fock approximations. The equations of 

motion for tha Peierls order parameter at zero temperature are derived 

froa a microscopic Haailtonian and an effective Lagrangian is constructed. 

Charged phase solitons describe systems whose electron density is at or 

near H fold coaawnsurability with M >_ 3. For M » 2 the order parameter is 

real in the adiabatic approximation, but becoaes complex when both acoustic 

and optical phonons are coupler?., or for a non-adiabatic theory. The latter 

is studied with a Coulomb exchange force and phase solitons are derived. 

The soliton charge is 2/M for all M > 2. Mien M » 4 the pinning potential 

can be anomalously low, in 'agreement with data on TaSj and siailar 

compounds. 
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The electron-phonon system in one space dimension is of considerable 

interest, both theoretically and experimentally' ' '. Peierls noticed 

that the system is unstable towards formation of a charge density wave (CDW) 

with wavevector 2kp, where k„ is the Fermi wavevector, and formation of a 

gap 24 at the Fermi level. The system is however not a simple semiconductor; 

as shown by FrOhlich' ', the CDW can move rigidly and carry current: ' This 

motion is pinned by either impurities, interchain coupling or comensurability. 

The Frbhlich mode then appears as an infra-red "pinned mode" or in d.c. 

conduction when the field exceeds a threshold value. 

Here we focus on commensurabiHty pinning, which is present when the 

Cm wavelength is commensurate with the underlying lattice constant a, i.e. 

2k_/(2ir/a)«N/'M is rational. The integer M is defined as the order of commen-

surability. This system is of further interest as it leads to the well-known 

sine-Gordon equation for the phase field1- ' '. Rice, Bishop, Krumhansl and 

Trullinger1 ' showed that the soliton solutions of this sine-Gordon equation 

carry charge and being thermally excited they contribute to the conductivity. 

The soliton is translationally invariant, unlike the commensurate system, 

and therefore restores the conductivity associated with the FrBhlich mechanism. 

(6) 
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Another manifestation of solitons is the description of systems near 

commensurability. In these systeas the ground, state consists of commensurate 

regions separated by "discomaensurations"' ', or a "soliton lattice"' '. 

The single soliton is a Unit of an incommensurate system becoming commen

surate. Here the solitons are in the ground state and not thermally excited 

as in the commensurate case. 

The derivation of the soliton bearing equation from the microscopic 

Hamiltonian was reported in Ref. &, where the nonlinear interaction was due 

to interchain coupling. In section II the details of this derivation are 

given and the case of M-th order comnensurability.M > 3, is studied.The adiabatic 

(or Hartree) approximation is used and the effective Lagrangian is derived 

in terms of the amplitude, phase and their derivatives up to second order. 

The adiabatic approximation is justified when the phonon frequency u satis-
(135 f141 

fie* «>-<<& or when interchain tunneling is large compared with A . 

In the latter case the system is 3-dimensional and solitons are then 

2-dimensional domain walls. 

We study here solitons whose charge is 2/M and spin is zero. Spin carrying 

solitons are also known' '; these are usually described by singly occupied 

gap states'1 7'. The derivative expansion is useful in this case only if the 

system is near coexistence with a spin density wave'1 '. This will be further 

studied in a subsequent article. 

The case of the half-filled band, H-2, is studied in section III, In 

the adiabatic (Hartree) approximation the order parameter is real and phase 

solitons do not exist. The effective Lagrcmflan does not allow amplitude 

solitoas where the amplitude reveries sign, since the derivative expansion 

diverges when the amplitude varnishes. Thus the phenomenological derivation 

of amplitude solitc«s(19) is not justified. Indeed, avoiding the derivative 
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expansion, amplitude solitons can be found120"24). Another subsequent article 

will discuss these solitons in detail. 

The order parameter for the M * 2 system becomes complex when the 

electrons couple with two phonons whose coupling constants are out of phase, 

e.g. acoustic u.i optic phonons. Acoustic phonons prefer the CDW maxima to 

be in between si es, while optic phonons prefer then on sites. The phase 

variable describe1 then the interplay between these two positions. 

A similar situation occurs when a single phonon coupling is considered 

beyond the adiabatic approximation or when direct electron-electron interactions 

are present.In particular the system with exchange long range nonretarded(e.g.Coulomb) 

interaction is considered. The order parameter is complex and phase solitons 

are found as reported in Refs. 25,26. The details of this derivation are 

given in section III and the possibility of an attractive interaction 

between solitons is studied. 

Section IV summarizes the results and the relevance to experimental data 

is studied. In particular we find that whan M/4 is an integer and the tight 

binding approximation is used that two relevant matrix elements vanish. The 

commensurability potential is then reduced to about that of an M+2 system. This 

can explain the low depinning fields of TaSj ' (M-4) and similar compounds. 

The appendices give derivative expansions, the relative continuity equation, 

diagrammatic derivations and a sufficient condition for attraction between 

solitons. 

II. Effective Lagrangian: H > 3 

In this section the electron-phonon system in one dimension is studied 

for incommensurate or Hi 3 commensurate systems. The average charge density 

is p 0 » 2kF/t and the order of commensurability H is defined by 

2iyC2ir/a) • p<(a/2 £ N/M {1) 

with N,M reduced integers. Thus the fraction of filled states In the electron 
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band is N/M. 

The electron-phonon Haailtonian is given by 

a - l £ , c ' , C . • ! ; i R CT , C , + £ u aT a 
k kus,k s,k ,k' *k,q q ^s.k S,k-q "q aq q m 

where C . ,R are the electron and phonon operators with monentum k and 

q respectively, s is the spin index, R *a +aT , e. and a are the 
q q -q K q 

electron and phonon dispersions and g. is the electron-phonon coupling 
x,q 

constant. In the tight binding nodel, which has been applied to polyacetylene 

gk » -4oi Sirfjqa cos (k-%q)a (3) 

where a is the lattice constant and a is a constant, in addition to the 
* 

heraiticity condition g., „»g. „ „ Eq. (3) also satisfies g. «-g . . 
K,q K-q,-q K,q -fc,~q 

The latter condition is a result of an inversion symaetry which applies in 

general to acoustic phonons. On the other hand, coupling with a polarization 

field, i.e. optical phonons, has opposite parity and then g. >g . . An 

ersaple is g. _«g, a constant.'- •* 

In the following we consider the weak coupling system where only 

phonons with q=<±2kp are important and the relevant electron states are 
Cs?k * Cs,t3-2»)Vk T " 1 ' 2 " C4) 

^ |k|«kp 

Thus C' . , <:• £ describe states near the Feral surface, while the states 

3 £ a < M are far froa the Feral surface. The range of wavevectors k can 

be foraally extended to |k|<k- and then the states in Eq.(4) cover the 

whole phase space. The states 3 < a £ M connect the important Feral 

(16) 
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surface states by Multiple scattering of 2k_ phonons, as illustrated 

in Fig. 1. 

Define the order parameter field 

W 2 k F R2v (s) 

For the relevant states in Eq.(4,S) with |k|«k and |q|«2k_ the 

dependence of g. . ,. on k,q is neglected and also in is replaced 
Kp+K,*K_+q q 

by V ^ . 

The approxiaated Haailtonian is now decomposed into H-H^+R,. 

The incoaaensurate part H[c contains only the states m»l,2 near the Fermi 

surface. Using linearized spectra, t±. . »±vFkC|k|«k_i where v_ is the 

Femi velocity, and a diaensionless coupling 

we obtain 

" i C ^ V ^ l f ^ k " Cz£ Cs?kis
+ j>q

IAqCs!k+ Cs!k-q+H-C-l 

• CXuVj,)"1 E[JA l2*JA [2/o»*I (7J 

All SUMS involve |k|«kp, |q|«2kp and A is the conjugate aoaentua 

of A-, (»8Aa/3t). In the last ten of (7) we suaaad both ±2k„ coaponents. 

The coaaensurate part MU involves the states which are far froa the 

Ferai surface. Ne are concerned below with a saall gap A at the Ferai 

surface, such that ***lc(3_2«)k I'^SW" ** therefore neglect the 
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dependence of Ef3_2.11, +v
 on k *"* obtain 

M t 

c «-3 k s' s,k 

+ Z Z B A c j * C ^ + H.C. 
a-2 k,q * * a'k 5'k"» 

where C ^ 1 J « C^£ and 

S» " g(3-2»)kF,2kJ.
/*kF,2kF

: 

C8) 

(9) 

VC(3-2-)kF <10> 

For the tight binding model of Eq.(3) 

6 B » cos[C«-l)2*N/M] (ID 

Note that for N22 some of the energies e, are negative. 

All the approximations side in the transition froa Eq.(2) to Eq,(7) 

* Eq. (8) are justified in the weak coupling limit A«tf, where K is of 

order of the bandwidth (see Eq.lS); this is also known as the continuua 

li^tC21-23) 

Define the Fourier transforms of the fields c'*£ and A by 

», (x) and A"(x) respectively, 1<B<M. These are slowly varying fields 

in the weak coupling case. The Haailtonian Eq.(7) + Eq.(S) finally 

become* 

H - s/dx {-iVsC1) w I , "i1 ' w * lvp ust2) w l f u i 2 ) w 
M t t 

• I t u ? 1 (x) uWw»j3J(j)»p>oo u'2)Cx) • 
• • 3 • * . * " * 

I(x) I JL u.w (x) u ^ ' w • H.C.J} 
ml • • • 

•a»«,r1/4x{|T(x)i2 • |i(x)i2/-J> 02) 

http://Ef3_2.11
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The strategy which we use to solve the problen involves two 

steps: a) Use the equations of lotion of uV*\x) to eliminate the 

electronic degrees of freedom in favour of the phonon field A 00 

and its derivatives. This is accomplished by use of a derivative 

expansion in tens of the slowly varying field J(x). b) The second 

step uses the equation of motion of the phonon field. Here we consider the 

adiabatic approximation, i.e. 2(x) is a classical field and its equation 

of motion is derived from a variational principle. This can alternatively 

be derived from the Hartree term in a diagramatic expansion. Finally, 

an effective Lagrangian in terms of A(x,t) and its derivatives is 

constructed so that it reproduces the equations of motion. 

k. Electron Equations. 

In this subsection we use the electron equations of motion to 

obtain various electron expectation values in terms of ~E(x) and its 

derivatives. The equations of motion from (12) are 

1 It u i 1 } C x ' t J " "ivF Ix ui1}(x.t)*^(x,t)uj2) (x.tJ+e^Cx.yu^ Cx.t) U3a) 

1 It u,2)(=•'*> " i v F H us
2)(x,t)+2+(x,t)^1)(x,t)*g2S(x,t)ut

3Jcx,t) C13W 

c.u^tx.t) - -eifCx,t)ttJ"*
1){x,t) - S ^ ^ C x . D u ^ - ^ C x . t ) 

(3<m<M) C13c) 



The term i8u*'(x,t)/3t fur 3<m<M is neglected, since we are concerned 

with states near the Fermi surface, i.e. it is « e u^Mx.tl. 
n S 

The states 3<m<M can be eliminated from Eqs. 13a. 13b by using Eq. 13c 

successively. In this process the state m is shifted to m±l, eventually 

reaching either m>l or m>2. Two types of corrections are generated: 

Diagonal terms with m-1 in 13a and m-2 in 13b or off diagonal terms with 

m*2 in 13a and m>l in 13b. Diagonal terms involve only the amplitude 

[/T(x,t)| and amount to a shift in the chemical potential. These terms are 

present %v*n in th* incommensurate system and unless compensated they will 

change the original value of k p. We therefore add to the Hamiltonian a 

term which cancels th* diagonal terms in the ground state 
2 1" 

«H - S/dx Z u<"5 (x) ufB)Cx)/fC|2|)«//dx. C") 
S a.1 * s 

To leading order f"|8j3| fen • (Note I ^ M B J I I by inversion symmetry). 

Th* diagonal corrections are neglected below. They lead to higher order 

effects in 5/H - rtnormalization of vp and an asymmetry between solitons 

and anti-solitons. (See Appendix A for details). 

Th* off diagonal terms involve the product 

^ 2 . " i * ° . ^ j 3 £ CIS) 

where MX) is a large energy seal*, comparable to th* bandwidth, and -40 

i s th* phase of th* right hand sid*. Define a new order parameter by 

* fjrt/. , n l M- l - i * 
otx.t) - Kx.t) • • S - ^ 3 * ° (16) 

M d th* conventional(S,6) amplitud* ACx.t) and phase *(x,t), both real 
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fields, by 

&(x,t) - AU.tV*0''*5 - A1(x,t)-iA2(x,t) 

A1(x,t) » A(x,t)cos*(x,t) 

o2(x,t) - -A(x,t) siiM>(x,t) 

(17) 

R(x, 

where 

The ion displacement field (Fourier transform of R ) is given by 

i2k|.x Ml M 2 
, t ) - S(x , t )e F / g k 2k-+H.C.-2A(x,t)cos[2kFx«i|)(x,t).« )/g+0(A VglT ) (18) 

«g exp(M>g). gkF,2kF 

The electron equations now reduce to 

i|f#l(x,t) - I-lVpO-j | j •^(x.tJOj +A2(x,t)o2]*s(x,t) 

where • is a spinor field 

V*,t) -
uJ1J(x,t) 

u^(x,t) 

and a, are the Paul! eatrices. 

(19) 

(20) 

Consider next the tie* ordered Greens' function (2x2 matrix) 

Gjfx.tjx't1) • -i<TWs(x,t)^(x
,,t')]> (21) 

which, by using Eq.(19), satisfies 

[i £ * ivFa3 £• - Aj(x,t)Oj -fljCx.tjo-^G^x.t^'.t
1) - 6(x-x')S(t-t') (22) 

Using the Fourier transform 

G$(x.tix.t.) - I . ^ ' ^ " ' W p . x . t ) (23) 
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Eq.(22) reduces to -, 

[u - vFpa3 - AjCx.tJOj - A2(x,t)o2 + i 5^ 

(24) 

• i »F Uj j j ] Gs(oi,p,x,t) - 1 

The Greens' function can now be solved in a derivative expansion as shown in 

Appendix A. This expansion is valid when |*|, v-|4'|, |A/6], Vp|A'/A)«A, 

i.e. for a slowly varying order paraneter. 

Consider first the density and current observables. The total density 

|<|u$»Cx).ik|,X+u$
C2)(x) ;ik**\2> (2S) 

involves a slowly varying p»»-, which is diagonal and gives the density 

pCx.t) - -i I TrtGsCx,tixt+)] C26) 

and a fast varying part which is the charge density wave 

PCD«Cx>t) • -LXTr[(OjCos2kFx+02sin2kFx)GJ(x,t;x,t*)] (27) 

where t approaches t frost above. 

The slowly varying part of the current operator is v_ 1+ o,* 

with tit* expectation value 

j(x,t) - -iVpTrfrjGjCx.t^.t )] 

Using the zero's order in derivatives (Bq.Al) and the sua Eq. (All) 

(2«) 

2E 
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where E c is the electron cutoff energy, of the order of the Ferai energy, or 

VFV 

The slowly varying observables, to first order in derivatives are 

derived in appendix A (Eqs.A7,A9) with the result 

P(X,t) * PQ • *'(X,t)/Tt 

(30) 
j(x,t) » -*(x,t)/it 

where priae is 3/3x and dot is 3/3t. 

Note that the equation of continuity p(x,t)>-j'(x,t) is satisfied by 

the fir.it order result Eq.(30). The equation of continuity is proven in 

general in Appendix B. 

Although Bq.(30) is true locally only to first order in derivatives, 

it is very iaportant to note that the global charge associated with any 

static localized configuration of A(x), •(*) (i.e. a soliton) is given 

to all orders in derivatives by 

Ps » [•(-) - •(--)]/» (31) 

To prove this we start froa a ground state (A,+ constant) and switch 

on the nonxaro value of Eq.(31) adiabatically. The exact conservation law 

(appendix B) p(x,t) • -j'C.t) iaplies that after the switch-on (t*») p(x)«F'(x) 

where *(x) is a local function of &(x),+(x) and their derivatives. In other 

words, the accuaulatsd charge is the divergence of the tin* integrated current 

at the boundaries. Froa Eq.(30) we identify F(x) • •(*)/» • derivative 

tens. At the boundaries x • * - the derivative tern* vanish and Eq.(31) is 

http://fir.it
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obtaimad. 

Thus to prove Eq.(31) we need the derivative expansion (30) only 

far from the soliton center, where the first order term is sufficient. 

At the soliton center (30) may not be sufficient or the derivative expansion 

•ay even diverge - still the proof holds and Eq.(31) is valid. 

There is however a single case for which the proof formally fails, 

and that is when the amplitude A(x) vanishes at soae x»x. This case 

can be considered in a limiting procedure, but since the phase is not 

defined whan a(x)-0 various limiting procedures can differ by extra 

2* rotations and their charges then differ by even integers. 

Note that if A(x)i<0 for all x Eq.(31) is readily applied to each spin 

component separately, resulting in PS|"PS,L"JPS;
 t n e soliton spin is therefore 

zero. To obtain a spin carrying soliton A(x) nust pass through zero and then 

the difference P-+-P5.i may change by an integer. This can also be represented 

by different phases of the + and + density wave components" ' * ' . 

The soliton charge Eq.(31) is a well defined observable when the 

charge is measured by a smooth sampling function f(x) such that f(x)»l 

over a region of width L around the soliton and then falls to zero in a 

distance l. ' ' The fluctuations in the soliton charge vanish when 

l,L-»«. Note also that the integrated charge of the fast varying part 

Eq.(29) with the sampling function vanishes in the same limit. 

I. Phonon Equations. 

The model is now finally solved by considering the equations of 

notion for the phonons, or for the order parameter fields oT(x,t). In 

the adiabatic limit 2Cx,t) is considered as a classical field which 

minimizes <y|H|?>.The expectation value is with respect to the electron operators and 
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|$> is an electron eigenfunction, i.e. at any given tiae t A (x,t) is 

considered as a static potential and Eq.(13) is solved to find |ijj>, i.e. 

Hff> > E{I(x,t)}|iJ>>. This is the adiabatic liait - the electrons follow 

instantaneously the ion positions. The Feynaan-Uellnan theorem then states 

that 

4<f|H|^/oS(x,t) - <\f|«H/oA"(x,t)H>. (32) 

The missing teras are 

<Sf/«2i|H|T> •< |̂H|oT/Si">-E{a}o<iH*>/iA".0 (33) 

since <7|<i» is fixed by normalization. 

Using Eq.(32) in the Haailtonian Eq.(12) we obtain 

^Cx,t)*ICx,t)/^ - - X m r J ^ P 3 (x,t) ufi:,(x,t)> (34) 

• ! 6;<uC»+i)t(x,t)uW(x,t)» 
a>2 " s s 

Eq. (13c) is now used to eliminate u'*-' in favour of u^ ' or u " . Diagonal 

contributions, <tt'* u^>,wl,2, are again neglected. Adding 

the contribution of (14) to (34) precisely cancels these teras in the 

ground state. For the effect on excitations see appendix A. There are 

M-l equal off-diagonal tens, and with the definition (16) tre obtain to 

lowest order in S/W and a 

*(*.,)• h j * - M ^ffffl^-'V^puf'tx.t) uU>(*,t)> (35) 

This is also known as the self-consistency equation; the electron 

wtvefunctions in presence of the potential %(x,t) (Eq.19) have to 
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reproduce this potential via Eq.(3S). A siailar set of equations is known 

in the theory of superconductivity as the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations.'- * 
(28) 

An alternative aethod of deriving Eq.(35) is diagraaatic perturbation 

theory'- ' '. The Hartree approximation (Fig-2a) is equivalent to the 

adiabatic limit. It is justified when <»„«& since all other diagraas 

involve virtual phonon lines which contribute powers of a/A. This was also 

demonstrated for the phonon exchange tern ' (Fig. lb with phonon exchange). 

The condition u « A is the precise criterion for the validity of the adiabatic 

approxiaation. The Hartree approxiaation is also justified when the interchain 

tunneling is large coapared with A, and small momentum phonons are neglected' '. 

Details of the diagraaatic approach are given in appendix C. 

We proceed now to eliminate the electron degrees of freedon from Eq.(35), 

by using the derivative expansion for the right hand side to second order. Since 

this is a rather tedious calculation, it is worthwhile to consider first a 

simpler situation, where the amplitude A is assumed constant A(x,t)»A and 

only a single equation for +(x,t) is needed. In analogy with the derivation 

of the continuity equation (appendix B), multiply Eqs.22 and Bl by o,, substract 

their traces and take the limit t'-n+,x'-»x.The result is 

" ̂ f t 3tx't} " VF h pCx,t) " «*^Cx.t)<u^ 2 ) (x,t) u^(x,t)>} • 0 (36) 
r 

Now we can use the derivative expansions to first order Eq.(30) and froa Eq.(3S) 

we obtain 

K1 J - Vp •" • ̂  Tpy sin(HM0)-0 (37) 
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The aore general coupled equations for A(x,t),$(x,t) are obtained 

from the derivative expansion in appendix A. Substituting Eq. (A17) in 

Eq.(35) we obtain (choosing for simplicity •*0) 

2E 
AA In -± * 1% (A*2 A) (38) 

— K (v2 A'2 - v?AA" - A2 • AA) <MA(£)M~2cos»Hi 
1 2 i 3 F F— W 

l - « 2 1 * —j 2 * • * T A ^ 
M-2 

sin H4> > 0 (39) 

Eq.(36) in fact leads to Eq.(39), which for a constant A is the self-

sustained Eq.(37). 

Equations (38,39) correspond to the following Lagrangian density 

(1 2 2Ec 1 A2 V A ) I 2 

t, {A,*} - N(o){£ A2(tn -S- * £) - fy • • * r V 

MA(A) 

24A 
?»'2-J?) *?•"-•} 

(40) 

i.e. tha Euler-Lagrange equations of (40) for the fields A(x,t) and <|>(x,t) 

reproduce precisely aqs.(38,39). H(0)-2/(lvF) is the density of states and 

tha effective phase and amplitude Basses are given by 

i y » • 1 + 4A2/Xu2 

V" 1 • 12A2/At/ 
o 

(«) 

Tha overall prefactor in (40) is determined so that the corresponding 

Haailtonian is tha correct anargy density, e.g. tha first ten in (40) is the 

electron condensation energy I [(t? + A2)*- |cJ]. The space and time derivatives 
cK<o

 K * 
correspond to the energies involved with local fluctuations in tha density or 

current^5) (sat Bq.(30)) and to tha ion kinetic anargy. 
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An alternative method of deriving the coamensurability effect is 

to diagonalize the Hamiltonian (12) in momentum space considering A and 

4 to zero-th order in derivatives. This is in accord with the 

derivative expansion where both derivatives and A/W are snail. The only 

phase dependent tern in the determinant of (12) is the product 

•At " 

r 1 8 +H.C, Neglecting the phase independent terns as above the low 
m-2 " 

lying eigenvalues I Ej « w are 
2 M 

\ - ±[CvFk)
2 + \Z\ * 2|S| cosW**0)/M

M"2]'5 

- ±t'(vFk)
2 • A 2 ] * (42) 

where Eqs. 16,17 ware used and lowest order in A/W is retained. To the 

soae order, the phonon energy becoaes 

)A"|2/X»vF - IA
2 - 2(AM/BM"2)cos(l»»+to)]/XiivI1 (43) 

The last term in (43) is precisely the commensurability energy, i.e. 

the last tern in Eq.(40). Thus instead of solving systematically the commensurate 

problem as we did in deriving (40), one can use this faster aethod, i.e. first 

solve the incommensurate case and then add the commensurability energy of 

Eq.(43). 

An unusual feature of the tight binding result (Eq.9) is that when M is a 

multiple of 4,^-0 fo* m«l+M/4 and m«l+3M/4. In this case we expand B(k)«±ka and 

the corrected electron dispersion is 

.2 2..2 ,.2^2 J* » (#4) Ek" l V ° *A "2'k vtz "*"*• 
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where 9 is defined as in Eq.(lS) but excluding the two vanishing S„'s. 

Thus Vp is renoraalized and the leading term in the coneensurability energy 

E cones froa the £n(2EcM)=l/A tern in Eq.(40), i.e. 

EC0-- NW|^ C 0 S M > (4S) 

where 

$ - 2\(vp/oa)
2 (46) 

Thus the vanishing of two 8 's reduces the commensurability energy by an 

additional * (A/if)2 factor. 

D. Solutions of the effective Lagrangian. 

The microscopic derivation is thus conpleted and the solutions for 

Eqs.(38,39) are now considered. The ground state is $*0,±2v/U,±*n/M, and 

6,-a where 

A - 2E e*1/A (47) 
o c 

Corrections oforder i/w are neglected in (47). Snail oscillations around the 

ground state give the amplitude and phase phonon dispersions' ' 

»A - «r ll2£ + ̂ i2) 

2 2 • 2 2 

(48) 

where the pinning frequency is 

and the aasses H..M. are evaluated at A- A . Eq.(48) agrees with the results 

of the linearized theory' }(except for a factor of 4 in the q2 coefficient 

of «£, which is an algebraic error). 
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The coaaensurability effect is not neglected in the u. equation; it is 

snail but important when q + o, giving the pinning frequency of the CD»r '. 

For an incoaaensurate systea u.(q*o)*0 reflecting the translation invariance 

associated with the Frohlich aechanisa of a sliding CDW. 

Consider now nonlinear solutions of Eqs.(38,39) . Phase solitons, or 

"$ particles"1 ' are obtained fro* Eq.(39) if the anplitude is assumed to be 

constant. This is a reasonable assuaption since the phase variation affects 

M-2 
the amplitude with corrections of order (A /W) « 1 . This leads to Eq.(37),i.e.the 

well-known Sine-Gordon equation. , 

J - i v^" - ̂  sinM* « 0 (50) 

The soliton represents a topological defect connecting adjacent ground states 

of 0. Thus its integrated charge fro* Eq.(31) is ±2/M. 

As discussed above this is an observable fractional charge*-15'30'31'. 

Not* that the systea is defined to have fractional charge 2N/M per unit cell 

(Eq.l). This however is not a aeasurable fractional charge since one needs a 

sharply localized stapling function and the charge fluctuations are then 

finite. In contrast the soliton fractional charge is aeasurable, i.e. the 

charge fluctuations are arbitrarily saall. 

The soliton width is 

and the static solution of Eq.'(50) is 

• , W -gtan^texpCix/d)] (SI) 

corresponding to solitons M or antisolitons (-). Substituting # (x) in 

Eq.(40) the soliton energy is obtained 
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>, J "o ,M-2,H 

Since W » & $ (x) is slowly varying on the scale of the coherence length 

v_/A i.e. d » v _ / 4 . Thus the soliton solution is consistent with the deriva-
F o F o 

tive expansion. When H is a Multiple of 4 replace W by * and X by A (Eq.46) for 

the tight binding model. 

The incommensurate system with interchain coupling which produces on-chain 

backscattering was studied in Ref. 8. The non-linear energy involves now 

^l'ncos^«,"*m^ where d,m are indices of the interacting chains. Solitons exist 

also in this system' ;̂ to lowest order in the interchain coupling set 4>o'° 

on all chains except one, and the soliton then solves the sine-Gordon equation 

with M-l in sinM$. Therefore its charge is ±2. 

The effective Lagrangian is extrenely useful for deriving the response of 

the systen to external fields. The relevant interaction Lagrangian is added 

and the equations of notion are then derived. The interchain coupling of Ref. 8 

can be introduced in this manner. Another important example is the response to 

an electromagnetic field. The interaction Lagrangian, using Eq.(30), is 

^* EM * A ) 8 * ' / 1 1 " *x«*/'
1r (53) 

where A is the electromagnetic vector potential, x is the chain direction and 

e the electron charge. The equation of motion for the phase, Eq.(39), has now 

an additional tern on the left which is -2ev_E where E - -A -A^ is the 

electric field along the chain. This equation has been the basis for the study 

of nonlinear conductivity in COW systems'- ' " . The COM is depinned when 2ev_E 

exceeds the coefficient of the sinl*J> term in Eq.(39). This defines a threshold field 

E t « »2H3E|/(32evF). (54). 

The linearized equation gives the low frequency conductivity^ * 
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2 
iuum/M. 

o(ti] « - P £ • (55) 
(1) -Up 

2 2 where u »8v_e is the plasaa frequency, p r-

The situation near commensurability is also easily handled. Since 

<j>'(x,t) represents addition of charge to the commensurate system the Hamiltonian has 

an additional term -(M/2it)vii|>,(x,t). The coefficient u is the chemical potential 

for solitons, or liM/2 is the chemical potential for the electron charge. For the 

phase only problem (constant amplitude) there is a commensurate to incommensurate 

(C-I) transition as function of p when u * E s. For u>E the single soliton 

energy is negative and the ground state is a soli ion lattice'9"12'. 

The transition is continuous, implying that solitons repel each other (see 

Appendix D ) . 

III. Effective Lagrangian: M»2. 

The case of the half-filled band needs a special treatment since 

in the case considered in section II with k,,«x/2a the order parameter has 

only one component. The states i2k„-±T/a are identical and from Eq.(5) 

"Six) swst have the same phase as g. ,. , i.e. the phase is frozen and 
Kp.^Kj. 

only amplitude variations are allowed. Another way to see this is through 

the ion displacement at the site n "\<Acos(2kpna+$-$ )«(-)nAcos($-$ ) (Eq. 18). 

Thus only the product Acos(*-* ) is relevant and the ion field is determined 

by a single component. 

Since the ground state is doubly degenerate at ±bQ it should be possible 

to have a soliton connecting *&0 with a constant phase such that it passes 

through A«o. This is an "amplitude soliton". However, near A-o the derivative 

expansion is not valid; its expansion parameter A'/A diverges. The effective 

Lagrangian (40) diverges at A»o and cannot be used to study amplitude solitons. 
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Thus the use of a phenomenological Lagrangian which allows amplitude 

solitons, as attenpted in Ref. 19, is not justified. Amplitude solitons can 

be found by other methods' * ', avoiding the derivative expansion. Here 

we extend the model of section II into situations lfhere the order parameter 

is complex and the method of derivative expansions can be applied. 

The frozen phase is a consequence of considering a single phonon 

coupling in the adiabatic limit. The electrons are slaved by the ions 

and do not have independent dynamics; the order parameter is then just 

a single phonon field. More general cases allow for a complex order 

parameter. We consider here the following situations: 

a) Adiabatic limit of electrons coupled to two phonons with coupling 

& constants which have different phases. Variations of • are now allowed 

and represent the interplay between the two phonon fields. 

b) A single phonon field beyond the adiabatic limit. The order parameter, 

defined as an electronic response (Eq.22) acquires higher order 

contributions through virtual phonons and becomes complex, c) Addition 

of direct electron-electron interactions. As in case (b) the electrons 

feel each other directly and not just through the static phonon field. 

This allows for additional self mass terms and the order parameter is 

complex. 
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Consider first case CO of two phonons in the adiabatic limit. 

As an exaaple we take an acoustical phonon with a pure imaginary coupling 

CEq.3) and an optical phonon with a real coupling constant. The coupling 

constants g. _ are e_c»nd g , the bare frequencies are o> and <i> 

and the diaensionless couplings, Eq.(6), are X and X respectively. 

Define the order parameters A. (x) (i"l»2) by their Fourier transform 

V t f - ' o p ' S v , • A 2 ^ " ̂ ac R a p + q t*J 

with R05, R*c the two phonon fields. The fields Aĵ CxJ are real since 

±2k_ are identical states and lm>^ttc « • »»1- This feature is the 

manifestation of the N>2 coaaensurability. The Hamiltonian in the spinor 

notation CEq-2") i s then 

H • I/dx{-ivF**Cx)o3?|i|is00 +A1Cx)i(i*Cx)<r1ipsCx) 

• i 2 Cx)**Cx)a2*s Cx»+/dx{C2Aopnvp)-
1l&lW 

+Sj(x)/a)Jp]*C2\cir»|1)"
1[A^Cx) +A*CX)A£.P CS7J 

Note that X in Eq.(12) i s replaced here by 2X or 2 X . The extra 

factcr 2 i s an important xtotssa ?f the M«2 system; i t arises from the 
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single 2k„ aode, while in (12) we summed on two independent ±2k modes. 

Thus the restoring force when M«2 is reduced by a factor of 2, strongly 

enhancing the Peierls instability in this case. Note also that if one 

of the couplings vanishes, say A ' O , then A,(x) is frozen to A,(x)=0 

and the order parameter has only a A2 component. 

The equations of action are obtained by variation with respect to 

A,(x) and A2(x) (using Eq.(32)) or by the Hartree term (appendix C). The 

result is 

A^x.t^Cx.iO/uJp - -^opiivF|<**(x)o1*s(x)> 

2 + CS8D 
A2(x,t)+A2(x.t)/u,(. - -*,c"vFE<!f.*Cx)o2H/s(x)> 

Using the derivative expansion Eq.(A17) the equations in terms of A and 

• (Eq.17) are readily obtained. These equations correspond to the following 

effective Lagrangian density: 

2.* 2/..Z ,2.s2/.,2 
ac , ZE„ Af+v/uf, A;+A,/O>; 

&{&,•> » N(0)ftA2(ln -/ • H) - \ll °P - - 4 p 
op 

2 
V° '2 " 2 UjZ J2., (S9) 
8 3AZ * 3AZ 

The ground state, for say *1C
>\,_> is 

A . 2E.»"1"2Xac) 

c c (60) 
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and +»ir/2+nir (n is an integer). Note the significance of the factor 

2 in the exponent of Eq.(60) as compared with Eq.(</}. The small 

oscillation spectra is similar to Eq.(48) with the replacement 

\*2\ and the pinning frequency is 

u* - 86C»/M t)^
 C61> 

where 6- (X^ - *£)/*• 

Soliton type solutions interpolate between degenerate minina 

with a phase change of in. The soliton charge froa Eq.(31) is therefore±1. 

This system was also studied with strong coupling terms retained'37^. It 

was then found that the soliton charge nay be irrational. 

The derivative expansion is justified when B«l, i.e. ti;e energy 

difference batwaan +«IT/2 and +-0 is small. In this limit the anplitude 

is constant and the static soliton energy becomes 

E & - 2oc/2B/» (62) 

The soliton energy as function of B is plotted in Fig. 3 (dashed 

line). The plot is based on a mapping to the system considered next. 

CEqj.68,69), its numerical solution1 ' and the known value for 

£,,,(21-24)_ A B Q r e 4 M a l l ( 4 discussion follows the case considered next. 

The cases (b) and (c) extend perturbation theory beyond the 

adiabatic or Hartree limit. Ha consider in particular case (c) with 

electron-electron forward scattering in the Hartree-Fock approximation, 

and the electron-phoaon coupling in the adiabatic limit. Case (b) is 

qualitatively similar'14' but mora difficult to haadl* since phonon 

exchange it a retarded interaction and than the order parameter in Eq.(22) 

it noa-locai in tima, i.e. ^ - ^ ( x . t . f ) . 
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The electron-electron Coulomb interaction is represented by 

Hj-YHYp I [dx**(x)lt (x)#*,(x)l*s,00 (63) 

S,S* ' 

This interaction involves only forward scattering, i.e. small momentum transfer. 

(It corresponds to the conventional nonretarded g. and g. couplings (38>39)) . 
f23) The corresponding potential in real space has a range r with a « r « v_/A l ', 

where 2A is the gap in the commensurate system. The condition r » a means 

that only small momentum transfer is involved, while the condition r <<vp/A 

allows the use of a local interaction in Eq. (38) for the no.iy varying 

field I|IS(X) . 

The total Hamiltonian i s then 

H- J/dx{-ivF*J(x)o3 3j-H>s(x) •A"(x)\|)*{x)<J1iJisW} 

+ (2XmrF)"1/dx{AJ(x) Vr(x)/ i i£} * Hj (64) 

with A"(x) a m l field. The ion displacement field at site n (x«na) is R(x)M-)nAOO • 

The Hartree-Fock scheme is justified when interchain tunneling ic large 

compared with tS '. Instead of tunneling, the phonou field can be the 

source of interchain coupling which allows the long range order, and reduces 

the fluctuations. More precisely, if the electron-phonon interaction is 

dominated by the Hartree term (for <">0«A ) then perturbation theory in y 

involves powers of '38' T*n(2E(;/Ac)'«lf/X for y«X. Thus the Hartree-Fock 

scheme is also valid whan u0«Acand y « \ . 
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We assume that the system is charge neutral on the scale of the 

coherence length Vp/A so that the direct (Hartree) term of (63) is 

cancelled while the exchange decoupling gives 

H ™ - -2Y»vI,Z/dx{ui1) (x)up^ (x)<u<2) (x)uf1J(x)> + H.C. 
X rj S S 5 S 

-|<us
C1)+Cx)us

CT(x)>|2} (65) 

The order parameter, as the off diagonal electron self mass, becoaes 

X(x) -l(x) - 2YTtvF<up
) (x)UW(x)> (66) 

Since we consider here spinless excitations A(x) is independent of which 

spin states are summed. The self consistency equation is obtained by 

variation of (64) with respect to S(x) 

2T(jt,t)*T0c,t)/<^ - -Airv,ii;<̂ (x,t)o-1i(/s(x,t)> (67) 

In teras of the amplitude and phase fields (Eqs.17,66,67) the real field B(x) 

satisfies 

A(x,t)cos*(x,t) * 24?1J(x,t) * -4yACx,t) (68) 
2 H 

Use of the derivative expansion (Eq.A17) in Eq.(67] yields equations for A 

and +. The saae result is obtained by diagrammatic approach from Fig. 2a for 

the photon coupling and Fig. 2b for Hj (see appendix C). After soae algebra 

these equations become 

2E. 

12A" 

•>2 -

2E 
*$-p 4 . „. -jC 1 (v^-v^-A'-AA) 

(69) 

2il_, com* -ij. (Acos« 
(2X+Y) X 3* 

2 2 

- J j C - - , ^ - ]r (V2 •»4) • ^^V? *in* -T- C4c0,*> (70^ 
Tl»*TJ * I" f2X+vlV 3t' 

(2X+V) % 9* 
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These equations correspond to the following effect ive Lagrangian density 

2E_ , .2 , . 2 
£, {*..•> - N(o){£ A2(*n - ^ • I) - j ^ j - - 57^r(l-cos2« 

. V ( 2 ^ + l c { 2 + _ ^ + _ ^ ( 3 i c o s „ 2 | 
8 34Z 8 3A (2*+y) V ' 

(71) 

2 
The comnensurability is manifested by the pinning potential tA cos2$ which has 

the sane font as in Eq.(40) with M = 2 . The peculiar feature of this pinning 

potential is that its coefficient diverges when Y*o. Aj*o. In this lixit the 

phase Bust be frozen to its ground state value cns2$ - 1 and the order parameter 

is real. Indeed, it was noted above that in the Hartree approximation (for 

Y+ o the exchange contribution vanishes) phase excitations are not possible. 

Note that the ion kinetic energy (last term in Eq.(70)) involves the 

product Acos$, in agreenent with Eq. (68). Non-adiabatic interactions, 

such as the excahnge tera, do not confine the electrons to the ion positions and 

allow depender. ,e on both Acos$ and &sin$. In other words, the charge can now 

oscillate relative to the ions, as well as with the ions. 

Consider next the solutions for the coupled phase aplitude equations. 

The ground state has i>*o,±»,±2n,... with aaplitude 

Ac * 2Ec "P(JX57' (72) 

Sull oscillations around the ground state yield the dispersion for aaplitude 
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"A ' O * ^ j )"> U2A* • v ^ ) TO 

2 8X .2 2 2 

• V 7 £ 2 W A c + Vi 

The derivative expansion is valid for i»«A which from (72) implies 

X*<y. In particular the phase mode frequency is independent of w ; to reduce 

its frequency the pinning potential fTom the electron-phonon coupling must be 

reduced, i.e. X « y , 

Before studying soliton solutions, we note that the static solutions of 

this caj» are equivalent to those of the previous case of two coupled phonons. 

This is achieved by the correspondence 2X +*2X+Y and 2X **Y for X >X , or 

an interchanged correspondence when X >X . To show this we note that Eqs. 

(17,66,67) for static solutions, are identical to those of Eq.(58) with the 

required correspondence in coupling constants. (The absence of spin sum in 

Eq.(66) iaplies a factor 1/2 in this comparison). Furthermore, the energy <H> 

of Eqs. (64,65) is equal to that of Eq.(57) when the equations of motion are 

satisfied. This completes the proof for the equivalence; note that it is 

independent of the derivative expansion. 

He proceed now to study the soliton solutions. The degeneracy 

of the ground state iaplies the existence of phase solitons which interpolate 

between $«o and 4«±ir with total charge ±1 (Eq.(31)). This conclusion is exact 

to all orders in the derivative expansion, as shown below Eq.31. 

Th* static soliton solution of Eqs.(68,69) were studied numerically by 

Grabowski *t a l . " ̂  as function of th* parameter B« X/[Y(2Xty)]. Their result 

for th* soliton energy is shown in Fig' 3. (full line). For 8 « 1 th* soliton 

is wid* compared with v_/a which is th* validity condition for th* derivative 

expansion. Th* parameter 0 saps into 0 • |X" - AJJ|/4 of the previous cat*; 

thus Eq. (62) applies also harm (for B « l ) . 



For B>1.48 an unusual behaviour appears - bound states of two or nore 

solitons exist. At 0*1.48 the single soliton width is %4v_/A ' ' so that 

the derivative expansion is not rigorously valid. The result shows however 

that a strong pinning potential is more likely to produce an attractive force 

between solitons. A strong pinning potential implies a large soliton energy. 

This statement is made rigorous in Appendix D wherewe show that when the 

soliton energy E s satisfies E >A //Tthen solitons attract each other; the 

proof is independent of the derivative expansion. Figure 3 indeed shtws-.'that 

E > A.//2" for g ̂  1.6, rather close to the observed value for attraction. 

Note that the conditon of appendix C is a sufficient one; i.e. if Eg<A //? 

solitons may or may not attract. 

However, for all values of B in the weak coupling 

system (X,y«l) the soliton energy satisfies E <2A /it. To show this we 

use the mapping to case (a) and note that a solution to Eq.67 with A-(x)=u 

is possible - this is just the pure amplitude soliton1, " ' whose energy 

for the form (57) is well known to be 2AC/TT. The variational principle then 

yields that E at the minimum energy configuration is Es<2&c/ir. There

fore, by allowing an additional degree of freedom (the phase when 

Y)>0) the soliton energy can only decrease. 

The correct form of the soliton energy is shown by the dashed line in 

Fig. 3. This is a universal function of the parameter B, which can be 

defined for all local Hartree-Fock theories. This function connects the 

various forms of charged solitons in M-2 systems: Pure phase solitons (Eq.62) 

for B«li coupled phase amplituse solitons (Eqs.68,69 solved in Ref. 26) for 

$£0.S and pure amplitude solitons for B+». 
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The condition of appendix D is not satisfied (2/ir«0.67<l/»7=0.71), 

implying that the solitons of the original system Eqs.(64,65) probably do 

not attract each other.(The conclusions of Ref. 22 are of course valid for 

the Lagrangian (70) as such, without relating it to Eq.64.) 

The soliton energy can increase when additional tens are present in 
2 

the Haailtonian, e.g. a phonon dispersion ten ^A' (x). The criterion of 

appendix D is an efficient aethod for relating this energy to the interaction 

between solitons. 

IV. Discussion 

The formalism of the effective Lagrangian was developed and applied 

to M> 3-fold commensurate systeas in section II and to M « 2 commensurate 

systems in section III. The "phase only" problem,where anplitude variations 

can be neglected,is appropriate to M > 3 , or to M * l which is the case of 

interchain coupling1- '. The effective Lagrangian of this problem has been 

inferred""1'' froa the saall oscillation theory' *. The present derivation 

gives a microscopic basis for the non-linear equations. It shows that the 

picture of phase solitons' ' is basically correct, however the picture of 
(19) 

amplitude soliton* is misleading. In the latter case the derivative expansion 

fails and an effective Lagrangian cannot be obtained. 

Experimental manifestations of phase solitons are their contribution 

to the conductivity and their effect on the non-linear I-V 

curves'55'5*'. It hat been shown that the I-V curves in TTF-TCNQ at low 

temperatures are nonlinear1* , and the contribution of phase solitons has been 
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suggested. In this incoaaensurate system the nonlinearity can come froa the 

interchain coupling, as discussed in Ref.(g). 

The case of the half-filled band, or H*2, is of »ore recent interest as 

it applies to polyacetylene. There is considerable evidence that addition 
[411 

of charge, by doping or by photogeneration, creates spinless charge carriers 
The phase solitons of section III indeed carry charge but not spin. They are the 

continuation of charged amplitude solitons** 'into situations which 

require a coaplex order parameter. 

It is useful to have results for the soliton energy for the aost 

frequent applications,naaely H-?,4.For the tight binding aodel, using 

Eqs. (10,15,53) for M-3 and the wdification of Eq.(46) for M-4, we 

obtain 
4A„ K 

B » —2. 
s ISPEM t 

' JWSJ'I u 
1/2 

(M-3) (74) 
2 

(MM) (75) 

where t is the transfer integral (ck«-2tcoslca). An extra factor of 

A /t in Eq.(75) is a consequence of B,»&4«0 (Eq.11). 

If the electron phonon-coupling constant is independent of the electron 

aoaentua (e.g. for optical phonons) then 8-1 for all m. The soliton energies 

become (assuming still a tight binding dispersion for the electrons) 

(76) 

(77) E • —2_ -2. 

(M-3) 

Of*) 
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The depinning field is readily found from Eq. (54) and the relevant soliton 

energy (Eqs. 74-77). 

The Frtthlich mechanism of a sliding CDW was confirmed so far only in systems 

which are at, or near H-4 commensurability, e.g. NbSe,' ', TaS,' ' (orthor-

hombicand monoclinic) and KQ -JfoO,' '. In particular orthorhombic TaS, 

becomes M*4 commensurate below 140*K with a threshold field of E -0.2-0.4 

V/cm' '. From conductivity and magnetic susceptibility data' ^A =700°K, t=1.3 eV 

and then A-0.22 (Eq.47 with Ec=2t). Eqs. (54,75) yield E *0.3 V/cm (with 

E '0.36*10 while Eqs. (54,77) yield Et=600 V/cm (with Es=16°K). The tight binding 

model is therefore in good agreement with experiment. The vanishing of the matrix 

elements 62.B, account for the rather low depinning field in TaS, and in the 

similar systems. 

(451 A critical field can also be defined for near commensurate systems1 . 

The fact that only systems at or near M-4 commensurability manifest a sliding 

CDW may be related to the anomalously low depinning field of such systems. 

In conclusion, we have shown the existence of phase solitons in all 

V>1 commensurate CD* systems. The ( M case corresponds to interchain 

coupling'' ' and may be relevant to TTF-TCNQ'- '. The M»2 case corresponds 

to the half-filled band and is relevant to polyacetylene*1'. The H»4 case 

is relevant to TaS, and similar coapounds. The M»3 systems are of special interest 

as they allow fractionally charged solitons. 

The soliton bearing equations were derived from a microscopic Haailtonian 

by developing the methods of derivative mansions and effective Lagrangians. 

These methods are efficient tools in the study of a growing number of physical 

systems. 

Acknowledgements: "e wish, to thank J. R. Schrieffer, S. A. iratovskii, 

E. Duaany and ¥. Frishman fox very useful discussions. 
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Appendix A: Derivative Expansions 

In this appendix the procedure for the derivative expansion of the 

Greens' function in Eq.(24) is shown and the relevant traces are evaluated 

to second order in derivatives. 

The zero's order solution of Eq.(24) is (spin index is omitted) 

utvpP°i*a,(x,t)0 *A (x,t)o 
Gfw.p.x.t) - * I -i i—'- 1 (Al) 
° (iT- E z + io 

where E 2 » (vFp)
2+A2, fl2*a2(x,t)+A2(x,t) and ««0. 

The exact Greens' function has the font 
00 

G(w,p,x,t) » I G (u>,p,x,t) (A2) 
n*o 

where 

Gn("i,p,x,t) - (-)
nG0(«i,p,x,t)|[ivFa3 ̂ L • i JL ]Go(u>,p,x>t)}

n (A3) 

and each derivative acts on all terns to its right. 

Consider first Eq. (20) 

p(x,t) --ll TrfGC<u,p,x,t+)] (A4) 
(D,p 

The priae indicates a factor 2 for the spin sua so that 

<iFv * 2 "(o)/d6ftta/2ir where e * vpp 

and N(o) > 2/nvF is the density of states for bot'i spins.The zero's order 

fives E'1"P. while to first order 
P 
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P(x,t)-pQ+» t Tr{Go(u.p,x,t)[ivFtf3 fj- + i 3r]G0Gu,p.x,t)} (AS) 
«>»p 

The 8/3t ten can be written as 

- * I f fln T r t o V p . x . t J - -% i S i ^ I j j . | i - , 0 CA6) 
« U,p O r U,p ^ Z _ E Z + i | S j 3 St 

Therefore 

- 5 — i ru,p Cu -E'+i6)' 
pcx.t) - p0 • <ivF f y - , 1 ' . 

• P„ + G W ' V * ' / dE/(e2+A2)3/2 - p0«*'fr.t)/» CA7) 

For the current Eq.(28) we obtain to first order 

JCx.t) - ivp I Tr(OjG0Cu,p,x,t)[ivFOj J j t i |f]60Cu,p,x,t)} (M) 
ta,p 

The >/Sx tea is written la the form of (A6) and vanishes, while the 3/3t 

ten corresponds to -3/ax in (A7) and 

J(x.t) - -$(*.«/* CA9) 

Ceasider next the trace 

Tr[o GCx.t;x,t)] - f Trfo-jGCw.p.x.t)] (A10) 

u,p 

The zoro'th order fives 

2 I -j-iy * H(o)A,»B -r- (All) 

u,p w -E 

The first order t e n vanishes, while the second order one involves the 

following integrals: 
2 2 

I -VVii • ° n i i CA12) 
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I 
tu,p 

2w2*A2 

, 2 ,.2,3 (<u -E ) 

NfoT 

N?o7 

Hfot 
1 

u,p 

l' 
W,p 

r 
u,p 

, 2 .2 v 4u +A 
' ' 2" 2 4 

W.P (U - E V 

A2 

<*> -EZ)Z 

A4 

(U
2 -E 2 ) 3 

A6 

(*2-EV 

=, "I 
4 

1 
* 8 

-1 
* 1 2 

l 
lil.p 

18uJ 

Co,2-

' 2 
'+ztr 
E2)5 

(A13) 

(A14) 

(A15) 

CA16) 

All these integrals are converging and the •onentun cutoff (or E ) is taken 

to be infinite. The corrections which are neglected are powers of A/E « 1 . 

The trace of the second order tern is a straightforward although lengthy 

calculation, with the result 

2E_ 
TrlOjOU.t^.t)] - -iN(o) JAcosWn -j£ - ̂  sinfCv2*"-*) 

i ^ cosWvpA^-A^-vjWtAA)} 

CA17) 

12A 

The trace ofo,Gis obtained froa (A10) by replacing $ with • * ir/2. 

Consider next the effect of the diagonal renoraalization, as discussed 

below Eq.(14). The equations of action, with the shift (14) in the cheaical 

potential are (the average in (14) replaces A by A0) 

[ift •|S2|
2[A2U,t)-A2]/W + ivFVj |j -A1(x,t)o-1-A2(x,t)o2]t(x,t) - 0 (A18) 

and Eq.(35) has an additional t e n on the left hand side 

8(x,t) [p0-p(x) J1821 hw^ (A19) 

where p it the space average of p(x). 
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The diagonal correction in (A18) shifts the zero-th order Green's 

function by 

oG0(u,p,x,t) ,« -G
2(u,p,x,t)[A

2(x.t)-A2] | B2|
2/W (A20) 

The second t e n in (A18) can he eliminated by a shift in the frequency 

suaaation except for derivatives which act directly on it. The change 

in electronic expectation values i* at least of first order in derivatives, 

i.e. 

Trlo-jSGjtx.tjx.t*})- I Tr{o1G0(u.p,x,t)(ivjJjTj+ i ̂ ]G2(<J,p,x,t) -
w,p 

' =^A CA21, 

where the integrals (A12-A15) were used. Replacing o^ in (A21) by cr2 

results in replacing sinf by cos+, while replacing it by 1 or Oj results 

in zero. Substituting these results with Eq.C30) in the phonon equation 

(35) + (A19) yields the additional terms - ] e21
2XvpA<b' /W and 4|B2|

2vFAA7W on the 

left hand sides of Bqs.(38) and (39) respectively. This corresponds to an 

additional term in the Lagrangian Eq. 0*0) 

«L - NCo)(|B2|
2vF/2«) [4

2Cx,tr-A2)*' (x,t) (A22) 

Lineariziag the A(x,t) equation around A and substituting the result 

in the phase equation, yields 
2 2 * 

•" JT ̂ pd-|B2l
2 jr%4" - ̂  a-M|B2|

2 \-Uin tfc). 0 (A23) 

instead of Eq.(50). The effect of diagonal corrections is to xenormalize 

the Fend velocity and shift tha commensuxability term. The latter correction 

introduces a small asymmetry between solitons and aati-solitons which is of 

hifher ord»r in A/M than the terms retained in Eq.(SO). 

file:///-Uin
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Appendix B: Equation of Continuity 

Consider the Greens' function Eq.(21) and the adjoint of Eq.(22) 

Interchanging prised and unprined variables yields 

GCx,t;x>t')[-i ^ - ivFo3 glr - Aj(x',f)Oj - A2(x',t')a2] 

(Bl) 

= 6(t-t')6(x-x') 

Substracting the tracas of Eqs.(22),(Bl) and then taking the limit t'-^t , 

x'+x gives 

5J-P(x,t) + |fj'tx,t) - 0 CB2J 

where the density and current are defined in Eqs. (261, (28). The fact 

that the Haailtonian involves only a first order d/dx, and so does Eq.(Bl), 

leads to the equation of continuity(B2)mith only the slowly varying fields. 

The derivation is the sane also if non-local interactions are considered, 

and the order parameters have the general form A,(x,t;x'(t'). 
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Appendix C: Diagraaatic approach. 

Consider first the incoaaensurate case of section II, i.e. only 

the states m-l,2 in the Haailtonian Eq.(12) a n retained. The 

equation of notion in the Hartree approxiaation (Fig. 2a) is' ̂  

[i |j + iVpOjIjjGjOc.t^'f) - SCx-x'jfiCt-f) CC1) 

4 i l « k 2k I fdx'WD fx,tix»,t») I o-.Tr [a G (x,t;x",t")]G (x,t;x',t«) 
* | T>,iXF| ° i-1,2 1 x s s 

when the trace includes the s< spin sua and the phonon propagator is 

D.Cx.t;x',f) . I - j - 2 - e-^^'JfiCx-x-) (C2) 
u tr-ac o 

2 
- if « • ^-Vj'^tt-f )«tx-x') 

uo u* 3tz 

o 

Coaparing Bqt.C22.Cl) the self-consistency equa' 'LOII is obtained 

AjCx.t) + itCx.t)/*>^ - liwXVpTrCff^Cx.t.-x.t*)) U-1,2) CC3) 

ahich it the saat at Bq.(35), except for the coaaensurability tera. 

The effect of coaaeasurability can now be added. When Eq. CI) is 

satisfied, tfcea • *Zkj paeaeat can scatter a «*, electron to a -kf state 

ia M-l step*. Tali It ia aalitiea to itt previous effect of scattering 

a -k, electron into a •«_ state. The uaklaep process it deaoastrated in 

H g . Jc, ceaalotiag lq.tSC)> Baca. Uteractian involves a factor of 

http://Bqt.C22.Cl


,t) from the loop and a factor &Je 3<ii<H from the internal 

electron line. 

Consider next the Hartree-Fock scheme for the Hamiltonian Eq.(64) 

The direct tera (Fig. 2a) with the interaction (63) involves the density 

I Tr[G (x,t;x,t*)] and affects the diagonal elements of the Greens' 

function. This direct t e n is neglected here by the assumption of "charge 

neutrality". 

The contribution of the electron-phonon coupling to the exchange tern 

(Fig. lb) is saall if < u 0 « 4 c
C 1 3 , M } . Therefore the exchange tore is 

dominated by the nonretarded interaction (63) which contributes to the 

equation of notion the terms 

j ^ GjCx.tix.t) GJ(x.tjx',t') - R|j^Io1Tr[aiC1,(x,t;,x,t))Gs(x,tj)e',t') (C4) 

In the last sua only the i • 1,2 terms are retained and the corrections to 

the diagonal elements are neglected. These corrections correspond to the g. 

coupling"**3 , i.e. interactions between electrons on the saae side of the 
fan') 

Fermi surface, and usually lead to a renoraalization of vp . 

Combining Eq.(Cl) (with gZ+2g2 and the sua has only i-1) with Eq.fo), 

the self-consistency equations become 
2 

AjCx.t) - |i»vFt2XCl • -y " T
3 " 1 **1 Tt[axGsC)c.tjx.t*)] CCS) 

A2(x.t) - ̂ irtVp Tr[o2GJ(x,t;x,t*)] 

These equations are identical to Eq.(67) when expressed in terns of 

X"(x) of Eq.(66). 
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Appendix D: Attracting Solitons 

In this appendix the following statement is proven: In a Kartree or Hartree-

Fock theory, if E >I\./J2 then solitons attract each other at long distances. 

Here E is the energy of adding an isolated unit charge to the system (called here for 

convenience a soliton) and 2^. is the Peierls gap. This result is of interest only to 

M«2 systems, since for H>3 E S«A C (Eq.52). 

The proof involves three steps: 

a) When the electron chemical potential is varied a conmensurate to incommensurate 

(C-I) transition occurs. This transition is of first order if and only if solitons 

attract each other at long distance. To see this consider the charge density (relative 

to the commensurate density) Spas function of the chenical potential u. (Sp is the 

order parameter for the C-I transition). Now if solitons attract each other 

at long distance then the system with Sp too small is unstable since the 

attraction favors smaller distances between the solitons. Thus the curve Sp(p) 

does not include states with too low densities, i.e. it is discontinuous. On 

the other hand, if the transition is of first order, jumping from Sp = o to a 

finite Sp*Sp*, then a system with o<Sp<6p* must phase separate into regions 

which have either 6p«o or Sp «Sp*. Therefore solitons tend to approach each 

other, i.e. their long distance interaction is attractive. Note that this inter

action is not necessarily a two-body effect which leads to a two-soliton bound 

state; it can be a collective interaction. 

b) Consider the Gibbs free energy G(u)-E-p6p. In the commensurate phase 6p-o, 

and the energy E is just the condensation energy of the Peierls phase. For 

the Hartree of Hartree-Fock theory of sections II, III this gives 

Gc(u) - -a^/2irvF CPU 

In the incommensurate limit the gap is A Q«;A c (eqs. (47) , (fiO)) so that its 

condensation energy is small compared with (pi). The energy is then just the 

asiergy of adding Sp electrons to a metal, or changing k_ by ffSp/2 
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flSp/2 

*\ VI-J'F" 2 O»J 
0 

The chemical potential is 

and therefore the Gibbs free energy for a metal is 

Gm(u) - -p
2/(w r) (D4) 

Comparing Eqs.(C1),(C4) shows that the metal has a lower Gibbs free energy i f 

u > u where 

t/JT (DSi 

c) The final step is to show that if E > A /I'Tthen the C-I transition is of 

first order. For u < u < E a state with low 6p is not favored as compared with 

coMiensurate phase since it costs an energy of (E -u)6p>o (low 6p means 

sufficiently low so that higher order terms in G can be neglected). However, 

phase. Thus at u » u there is a C-I transition which excludes low soliton 

density states, i.e. it is a first order transition. From (a) solitons then 

attract each other, completing the proof. 

Since there is soae condensation energy from the incommensurate phase 

gap the condition nay be improved, giving a slightly lower bound on E as a 

sufficient condition for attraction.'26^ 

For spinless femions (the spin-Peierls system" ') the same derivation 

applies except for spin factors of 2. The density dp of solitons, each with 

half charge, is half the charge density. The result is that solitons attract 

each other for E >& //ST 
s c 
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Figure Captions. 

Fig. 1. Electron spectrua for an M>5, N»l coamensurate system, i.e. 

k_»li/(5a). The important regions of electron states (Eq.4) are narked. 

The comaensurability energy involves five repeated 2K. scatterings 

1+2+3*4-+5*l. The energy is measured from the Ferai level and is shown 

in units of 2t for a tight binding spectrua with t the transfer 

integral. An extended zone scheme is used. 

Fig. 2. Contributions to the electron equation of motion: a) Kartree 

Cor direct) tern, b) exchange term. In both (a) and (b) the 

solid line is the 2 x 2 electron's Greens' function in the spinor 

representation Eq.(22). The wavy line is the phonon's GTeens' 

function, c) Indclapp scattering in an M-th order commensurate 

system (Eq. 1). An electron with momentum - k_ is scattered M-l 

times to a kp-2*N/a . (same as *kJ) state. Here a solid line 

is an electron in the normal (not spinor) representation. 

Fig. 3. Single soliton energy E $ as function of B » (X^* - X^)/4 in case 

(a) (Eq.57) or of 6 « A[T(2X*T)] in case (c) (Eq.64). The full line 

is the numerical solution' ' of Eqs. 69,70 valid for small B and 

the dashed line is the expected exact solution of Eq.(5t) or 

Eq. (57) approaching the known result 2/TI at 0+». 
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